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Embedded Engagements: The Challenge of Creative
Practice Research to the Humanities
Helen Yeates, Queensland University of Technology, Queensland,
Australia
Abstract: This article explores the opportunities and challenges surrounding a viable cross-disciplinary
engagement between the Humanities disciplines and the Creative Practice disciplines within the innov-
ative context of the Creative Industries Faculty at the Queensland University of Technology. This will
involve a charting of the intersection of the emerging field of creative practice-led research with
various disciplines in the Humanities such as cultural studies. The potential for a reciprocal, trans-
formative process in these creative fields will be addressed. Several examples of postgraduate students’
research will be foregrounded as case studies of the issues involved in fostering a genuine cultural
critique both within and through creative practice. Some observers may argue that the research
higher degree creative practitioner in effect looks outward from the symbolic material forms being
created, in search of an interpretative paradigm, thereby trawling the Humanities for a theory. Several
current debates within the postgraduate research arena regarding the balance between the theoretical
exegesis and the creative work (e.g. performance, drama, dance, visual art, creative writing, film and
screen production, music, interactive media etc) will also be critically examined.
Keywords: Creative Practice Research, Cultural Studies, Humanities Research, Practice-led Research,
Exegesis, Research Higher Degree Students
THE DUAL CHALLENGE for practice-led postgraduate research students is to en-gage with appropriate interpretive paradigms within their practice and, at the sametime, to build creatively transformative bridges between the so-called two worlds of
practice and theory. In relation to creative practice and the humanities disciplines,
in particular those often designated as cultural studies, the potential for such crossover
knowledge formations seems boundless, and therefore an exciting area to explore by both
students and supervisors in the Academy. Nevertheless, the question remains: how can theory
and practice be linked more productively and creatively in the future, in a search for a
genuine praxis? A recent survey of approximately forty multilayered projects (creative work
and exegesis) by PhD and Masters graduates from the Creative Industries Faculty at the
Queensland University of Technology reveals that theoretical seams often lie deeply embedded
in complex latent and manifest ways within the practice-led research undertaken by creative
practitioner students.
At QUT, the creative practice/practice-led research higher degree students represent a
wide range of disciplines such as music, dance, drama, film and television production, inter-
active media, fashion, creative writing, visual arts and interdisciplinary arts. Such students
are able to complete up to 75% of their degree as their creative work, accompanied by a
theoretical exegesis worth 25%. Currently over 75 % of RHD students take on creative
practice projects, although in the early 2000s, only 25 - 30% ventured into the creative
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practice-as-research domain, the majority pursuing more traditional theses. The demand by
RHD students for the creative practice research engagement has therefore grown dramatically.
This relatively new trend in the tertiary sector is developing both nationally and globally,
with the Creative Industries Faculty being recognised as one of the leaders in the field
(Haseman, 2006).
One key finding from the particular survey under investigation is that the most obviously
humanities-linked practitioner researchers such as creative writers (literary studies) and
filmmakers (film studies) are not the only higher degree students engaging with the broad
field of what could be termed humanities. Indeed there is a notable tendency for performing
artists and visual artists also to make creative links with theories normally associated with
the humanities.
Theory-Engaging: Crafting Cultural Theory within Practice
A quick thumbnail sketch will illustrate how theories are woven into creative practice work
across the many disciplines that make up the creative industries. Some practice-led work
could be clustered into a creative ‘theory-engaging’ category, relating particularly to the
demands of the subject matter of a particular student’s creative practice. Examples include
considerations of the crisis of displacement and subjectivity within the new documentary;
the significance of the grotesque female body in visual art making; and issues around the
gaze, subjectivity and performativity in a number of visual and performing arts works. Other
diverse projects cover a range of theories and related practices involving, for instance, the
cultural politics of: shadows through visual art practice; stalking through performance art;
makeover culture, cosmetic surgery and martyrdom through fictive biography and installation;
propaganda in documentary films; and ethnic character formation in feature film writing.
One research Masters graduate grafted Deleuze and Guattari’s rhizome theory into her work
to elucidate and inspire the form and content ambitions of her non-linear documentary cre-
ative practice.
Another significant example of theory-engaging directly across the broad spectrum of
humanities disciplines is the creative performance work of doctoral graduate Julie Robson.
Her inventive practice-led research took her on a feminist journey within the field of embodied
female vocalization, exploring her ideas through a powerful performance piece entitled the
quivering which was presented and progressively refined a number of times to diverse
audiences both nationally and internationally. Julie’s imaginative rift placed at the very be-
ginning of her thesis provides a telling insight into her travails, both creatively and theoret-
ically:
Once upon a time there was a Little Researcher. While sailing her boat along the sea
of individuation, she encountered a sound so beautiful she was pulled dramatically off
course and sucked into a PhD program. The seductive music she heard was made by
some of the finest musicians in philosophy. Plato took the bass line, humming to the
girl of archetypes and the mysterious chora. This was the underscore for Aristotle’s
well-made melody. Freud and Levi-Strauss warbled enthusiastically about myth. And
when Saussure and Lacan joined in with semiotic and psychoanalytic harmonies, the
sound was instantly richer. All the while, Jung was in the corner crooning a sweet
countermelody on the collective unconscious. The song was kept interesting with inter-
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ruptions from Derrida, who rudely played with dissonance and told the choir it may as
well go home. He and his co-anarchists made the Little Researcher tremble and laugh
brightly.
Lurking behind this acoustic curtain were other voices – Bhaktin, Barthes, Kristeva,
Irigary, Cixous, Clement, Russo, Le Doeff, Silverman… too many to name, suffice to
say that the sound of feminist theory moved the merry researcher closer and closer to-
ward the rocky cliffs of new knowledge. Hovering about the brilliant blue sky, their
trilled words multiplied and performed spectacular contradictions. Under their spell,
the Little Researcher and her boat went scudding toward the coastline where, like many
before her, she would soon be utterly overwhelmed.
It did not have to be the case. If her crew had tied her fast to the mast and plugged their
ears with wax she could have heard the wisdom of the song and escaped its treachery
(Robson, 2004, vi).
As illustrated here, her creative performance piece was a vivid re-imagining and challenging
of patriarchal mythologies, in particular the Greek Sirens story. Feminist theory from human-
ities/cultural studies was the pulse of the thesis, informing her practice down to the nerve-
endings. Self-reflexively within a praxis mode, she built discursive links between the already
existing theories and practices in the field to give her the inspirational leverage both to create
and to ‘read’ her own text. Theory and practice were interwoven seamlessly as praxis in this
illuminating work on feminist vocalization.
Another doctorate involving diverse ‘theory-engaging/reformation’ is that of Indigenous
PhD graduate Leah King-Smith. Her work, entitled Resonances of Difference: creative dip-
lomacy in the multidimensional and transcultural aesthetics of an indigenous photomedia
practice comprises the embedded practice of brilliantly inventive photomedia work. Over
many years, her creative practice has been showcased nationally and internationally to much
critical acclaim. She shifts ‘the emphasis away from the culturally dominating singularity
of the camera’s eye-piece toward a supple interplay of semi-transparent image planes and
shifting positions’, thereby inviting the viewer to see a range of integrated yet contesting
perspectives simultaneously. Her praxis aim is to ‘implement the effectiveness of the tech-
nologies and simultaneously lodge those principles and values fundamental to their imperi-
alist cultural backgrounds’. This groundbreaking work exists largely within a postcolonial
theoretical context, exploring the liminal spaces in between cultures as well as between
theoretical formations: ‘Located on the print surface or in animated sequences are symbolic
representations that disclose histories, cultures, times and places in subtle and ambiguous
ways’. With her practice, ‘the interplay of allure and resistance, repetition and change, are
strategies that reveal the delicate and paradoxical nature’ of Indigenous art practice-as-re-
search. Hence she trawled, poached, unpacked and re-envisioned theories from across the
humanities spectrum that suited her Indigenous creative practice (King-Smith, 2006, PhD
abstract, i).
Working within a different paradoxical terrain, current student Phoebe Hart has created
a doctoral project both in her field of filmmaking and in her exegesis that interrogates the
humanities fields of feminist, queer and disability studies. Her creative practice involves
autobiographical documentary filmmaking on the topic of intersex. She explores a form of
theoretical intertextuality called, appropriately, ‘theoretical intersexuality’, developing ideas
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from the work of Garland Thomson (2006, 268). Actively weaving her creative piece beside
and across such hybridised theories, she describes her praxis thus:
Within the documentary Orchids, by privileging my intersex voice and those of other
people with an intersex condition, I have actively subverted traditional subject positions
and voices. Such rupturing is, of course, firmly part of the feminist and queer discursive
projects, yet, arguably, also goes beyond feminism and queer theory to another emergent,
emancipatory space. Linking my creative practice to this splitting and tearing discursive
impulse, it could be argued that, through my long form documentary film, I have attemp-
ted to create a new ‘messy’ dimension...within practice-led methodology where my ir-
regular filmic voice has taken shape. (Hart, 2009, unpublished PhD dissertation, 104)
Such disruptive creative practice operates on the edges of humanities’ theorising and meth-
odologies, at the same time subverting the binarism that besets the practice/theory nexus.
As Hart argues:
Just as creative practice research challenges the dominant hegemony of quantitative
and qualitative research, so does my creative work position itself as a nuanced piece,
pushing the boundaries of traditional cultural studies theories, documentary film practice
and creative practice method, through its distinctive distillation and celebration of a
new form of discursive rupturing, the intersex voice (104).
Significantly, there was no sense within the doctoral works of these three female graduate
students, of a creative person desperately in search of a theory and seizing on one simply to
compose an exegesis after-the-fact.
Theory-Recrafting and Theory-Performing from the Ground Up
A subtly distinguishing category which has emerged from this survey of practice-led works
could be termed a kind of artisan-centred, theory-recrafting category, manifested as a new
practice model to elucidate and highlight the achievement of the project undertaken. One
straightforward example is the constructing, demonstrating and application of a nuanced,
character-centred model of feature film screenwriting, arguing through its very practice
against the current popular ‘gurus’ with their more simplistic, plot-driven, how-to-do-
screenwriting guides. The fashioning of a supernatural screen drama from gothic horror
theory is another ‘re-crafting’ example, again critically challenging the limitations of the
prevalent ‘how-to’ practitioner guides. A further instance in this particular category of the-
ory/practice engagement is one graduate researcher’s embracing of Paolo Freire’s notion of
a ‘cultural circle’ to illuminate how a writing circle helped him craft a novel. This broad
modeling trend in certain creative practice research projects demonstrates that such students
immersed in their practice are not necessarily working directly within the theoretical field
of humanities and the related field of cultural studies. Rather, their projects embody rework-
ings and re-producings of the precise ‘modus operandi’ of their creative practice; such
practice-led researchers examine and push the boundaries of the very practices themselves
from within their own texts-in-the-making. By contrast, relatively speaking, researchers
within the humanities tend to analyse cultural productions from an ‘outsider’ perspective,
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gazing inwards to the created texts at hand, then outwards again to the politics of the specific
social and cultural contexts of those texts. Such an outsider/insider dichotomy exposes here
a certain disjuncture between the humanities theoretician and the creative practitioner, an
apparently inescapable rift that will be further explored later in this article.
This second ‘theory-recrafting’ category within creative practice research leads to a third
closely linked category. This could be termed the theory-performing cluster of creative
practice researchers, particularly, for instance, when applied to the area of art installation.
In their work, some graduates have interrogated, in effect, theories mined from a variety of
sources, effectively performing aspects of these theories in the light of their own creative
practices. The theories have arisen from and are applied to the experiential, performative
intimacies and urgencies of practice, as illustrated in relation to visual/aural art installation.
For instance, one doctoral graduate drew on Heidegger’s existential philosophy and theories
of world/earth to build a new theory of ambience, in order to illuminate how the creative
installation work could activate an ambient experience. Another graduate has creatively re-
worked a number of interlocking theories from the philosopher Merleau-Ponty along with
writers from the field of phenomenology, in relation to capturing and redefining the ‘unspeak-
able’ within her immersive piece. Creating a digital intermedia artistic practice, she attempted
to blur the boundaries of perception, both in practical and theoretical ways. In an interview
related to this study, she claimed that exploring and ‘performing’ the theories through her
practice helped her to discover ‘new ways in which to articulate the complexities and many
layers of the practice. I gained a deeper understanding of my creative work, its underpinnings,
my approaches, influences…The theoretical understandings deepened and broadened the
possibilities of the practice’ (Extract from interview with creative practice researcher,
November, 2008).
New Directions for Creative Practice and Theory Formation
Considerable academic discussion has been mooted on the issue of developing understandings
of practice-led or creative practice research, especially in relation to gaining recognition and
validation for the forms of enquiry and methodologies that are emerging (Barrett & Bolt
2007, Wright 2007, Haseman 2006, Krauth 2006, de Freitas 2005, Gray & Malins 2004,
Barrett, 2004, Stewart 2003, 2001). Stewart (2003) defines creative practice research as a
‘hybrid practice’ (3), a ‘praxis’ presenting as ‘a self-creative activity through which…we
can become researchers of our own practice….(O)ur visual performance and textual outcomes
importantly serve to demonstrate the kind of knowledge about the field generated by such
practice’ (1). Rather romantically, she discusses ‘creating living forms of theory’ through
practice (2). However, Paul Carter is concerned with an earthier mode of conceptualizing
creative practice. In relation to the ‘intellectual adventure peculiar to the making process’,
he proposes that ‘(c)ritics and theorists interested in communicating ideas about things cannot
emulate it. They remain outsiders, interpreters on the sidelines, usually trying to make sense
of a creative process afterwards, purely on the basis of its outcome’. On the other hand, he
adds:
For their part, film-makers, choreographers, installation artists and designers feel equally
tongue-tied: knowing that what they make is an invention that cannot easily be put into
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words, they find their creative research dumbed-down… (and) their social and cultural
function dangerously dematerialises. (2004, xi)
Regarding the relationship between the humanities and creative practice, two key factors for
Carter would be to facilitiate the articulation by practitioners about their works, and to remove
the exegesis from the ‘pigeon-holing obsession’ of cultural criticism to a wider, more fruitful
and engaged social context (xii).
Similarly, this current study’s loosely drawn clustering of postgraduates’ creative practice
endeavours is not meant to be ‘pigeon-holing’ or restrictive in any sense. Rather the potential
is here to bridge the seemingly insurmountable communication gap between some ‘tongue-
tied’ creative practitioners and humanities advocates, moving them into a broader cultural
context, an optimistic dialogical process which currently seems to be somewhat lacking in
academic circles. For instance, the research methods publications by Stokes (2003) and
Saukko (2003) do not directly address creative practice-led research, although Saukko does
emphasise the value of combining methodologies in cultural studies and ‘studying multiple
sites and scapes’ (176). Thus she opens up a fruitful connection here, in an integrative, bric-
olage sense of embroidering methodologies together creatively, as argued also by creative
practitice researcher, Robyn Stewart (2003, 2001). Arguably, John Law’s work highlighting
the inherently messy nature of research methods (2004) can also be seen as pertinent, and
an examination of his contribution could possibly help in overcoming any perceived or actual
disjuncture between some humanities disciplines and creative practice. He contends, for in-
stance, that research methods are always political, and are about the interrogating of what
social realities we want to create rather than simply describe.
In a related political mode, Leistyna (2005) laments the ‘disconnection of theory from
practice’. While he is not directly discussing the issues of the theory/practice nexus in creative
practice research, his particular aim is to remove the discipline of cultural studies from being
an ‘abstract discipline’ to being ‘grounded in tangible life experiences and struggles for social
justice around the globe’ (2). This would appear to be a relevant aim that may well resonate
with present and future creative practitioners. In other words, this social justice aim highlights
a possible exciting pathway to consider as integral to creative practice. From a related per-
spective, for practitioners it could mean openly dealing with, in Stuart Hall’s terms, the
‘politics of theory as a set of contested, localized, conjunctural knowledges’, which have to
be debated seriously within a creative practive envionment. Furthermore, ‘theory’ in this
sense is also a ‘practice which always thinks about its intervention in a world in which it
would make some difference, in which it would have some effect’ (Hall, cited in Leistyna,
2005, 1). Contributing further in this activist vein, feminist writer Turid Markussen (2005)
urges for the creation of various emergent forms of ‘performativity’ research, underlining
the political and interventionist possibilities in such research (329).
Hills (2005) elaborates on the performative affect of cultural studies work, another ‘cross-
over’ idea capable of linking the broader, related humanities/cultural studies and creative
practice endeavours. One of his conclusions is that cultural theory as a performative practice
gives agency to the person engaging with theory within the ‘participatory culture’ of cultural
theory, and that cultural theory itself gives rise to ‘transformative acts’ (177). While Hills
also does not directly address the challenge of creative practice-led research to the humanities,
he does pose a useful notion of transportable self-reflexivity when analyzing the creative
act of ‘theory production’ itself:
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Cultural theory is necessarily written by insiders…Writing cultural theory therefore
means adopting a critical but engaged stance, writing from within … (2005, 114).
With a refreshing openness to new directions in the humanites/ cultural studies, Hall and
Birchall (2006) focus on the strong ‘performative aspect’ (22) within the work of inventing
a new cultural studies, claiming that one of their goals is to be ‘experimental, playful, pro-
vocative…’(23). Cultural studies theorist Ien Ang makes several potent points about the
collaborative possibilities of such provocations, through her ideas on the politics of know-
ledge. She urges that the skills and knowledges of cultural researchers be re-channeled or
transferred into ‘collaborative contexts which would benefit from the illumination and inter-
rogation of the very process of meaning production’, dealing directly with ‘other specialist
knowledge producers…’ (2005, 482). Ultimately, such a collegial, cross-disciplinary context
may be seen in the future to be fundamental to creative practice, which is indeed a perform-
ative ‘process of meaning production’, and at the same time a significantly different form
of creative theory-in-the-making. While practice-led researchers are not explicitly acknow-
ledged in Ang’s work, they could be clustered suitably within her ‘specialist knowledge
producers’ category. Hence a great potential emerges for increased dialogue and cross-over
here between cultural studies and creative practice, as well as for more committed social
activism arising out of practice-led research itself.
Social activist and filmmaker Trinh Minh-ha argues that the relationship between feminist
cultural studies theory and creative practice is a new ‘border traffic’: ‘The personal politicised
and the political personalised is the in-between ground where the questioning work materi-
alises itself and resists its status as a mere object of consumption…’ (cited in Humm, 1997,
199). Creative practitioner researchers need viable theory production modes in order to forge
new pathways through this liminal in-between ground, while, at the same time, humanities
practitioners in their own distinctive ways are reaching out across uncertain borders for new
ways to find a ‘disruptive force and performative affect’ (Hall and Birchall, 2006, 23).
Embedding Theory into Creative Practice: A Challenge to RHD
Pedagogy?
In this brief survey of creative practice RHD students and their engagement with humanities
theories at the Queensland University of Technology, it has been found that while some
practitioner/researchers embed and ‘perform’ theories, others appropriate, delve into, rupture
and refashion the wealth of theories circulating within and across the humanities disciplines.
Further, another group would rather examine more closely the nature of practice itself and
build theories from within their own artistic practices. The latter practitioners are not really
concerned with issues such as the politics of knowledge or social justice advocacy as framed
by ‘performative’ social activists working within the humanities. Nevertheless, one important
outcome arising from this study might be the proposition that creative practitioner researchers,
in whatever field they are working, could be urged by their supervisors to engage more act-
ively in the ‘messy’ business of humanities theories, and to articulate more forcefully the
political and social impacts of their individual creative works. This might be enabled at the
Research Higher Degree level through the innovative development of new forms of creative
pedagogies that engage with theory production as integral to creative production.
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As Robson vividly claimed on her journey within feminist theatre, creative practice re-
searchers have to be careful not to be ‘betrayed’ by the very theories and knowledges that
appear to sustain them. This research on RHD creative practice students has shown that the
relationship and linkages between theory and practice can be rather slippery and even unruly,
and that such students are not always engrossed with viewing their practice through the rich
humanities lens. It has, however, been argued that messiness and bricolage are distinctly
productive methods of embedding creative research theory with creative practice (Law 2004,
Denzin and Lincoln, 2000).
The term ‘cultural research’ could perhaps therefore be used as a productive, useful banner
for the fertile linkages of humanities theories with the diversity of creative practice across
the disciplines, a kind of ‘border crossing’ (Stewart, 2003, 3) between criticism and research,
following Ang’s idea that cultural research is ‘a kind of post-cultural studies, building on
the competencies, achievements and aspirations of cultural studies but taking it into a more
concretely social and practical direction’ (Ang, cited in Allon and Morris, 2006, 11). In the
future, it is to be hoped that emergent creative practitioners/ researchers and humanities
activists/researchers will seek each other out more closely in a mutually inspirational process
of theory production from within particular creative practice projects, breaking down the
false boundaries between insider and outsider, between practice and theory. Such mutuality
may also link globally across multidisciplinary knowledge communities, beating to a different
creative drum in the New Millennium.
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